
It is a great pleasure for me to be 
writing my first Headlines in the Notley 
High School newsletter. May I firstly 
wish all parents and friends of the 
school a very Happy New Year. I hope 
that 2004 has started successfully 
for all of you. I was able to visit the 
school on several occasions last term 
and I wish to express my thanks to 
the former headteacher, Mr Hartley, 
and to the senior staff here at Notley 
for their help and guidance in my 
transition to the headship.

In school, we have had a very smooth 
start to the new term and I have 
been very pleased with the smart 
appearance, good behaviour and 
conscientious attitudes of the vast 
majority of Notley students.  It is my 
intention to ensure that these high 
standards of appearance, behaviour 
and academic performance are 
maintained and strengthened in the 
future. 

I am beginning a programme of 
interviews with Year 11 students 
as they approach their important 
examinations over the next two terms. 

Equally, the staff have made me feel 
very welcome and I have begun a 
programme of individual interviews 
with each of them to gauge their 
views about the future direction of the 
school. 

I have also received the results of 
a recent survey of parental opinion 
about the school. This was sent to a 
random sample of parents and I am 
grateful to those of you who took the 
time to contribute your views. The 
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In Brief...First Days at Notley
Quiz and Supper
The Friends of 
Notley High School 
are holding a Fun 
Quiz Night on 
Saturday 24th 
January 2004 at 
7pm at Notley High School. 

Ticket price is £6.00 to include 
a buffet supper - bring your own 
drinks.

Maximum of eight people per team 
There will be prizes for the winning 
and the most “challenged” teams!

There is just time to reserve your 
place - call the school office on 
01376 556300 by 19th January.

Year 8 Exams
Monday 19th January sees the 
start of Year 8 assessment fortnight.

Parents can help their children by 
making sure they know when they 
have the exam for each subject and 
that they set aside adequate time to 
prepare for each exam.

Crossword Prize Winners
The winner of last edition’s Year 10 
& 11 Prize Crossword were: 

1st  S Pike  11O

2nd  P Luk  10N

3rd  L Reynolds 10H 

Congratulations to all three, 
who won canteen vouchers.

This edition’s crossword is for 
Years 7, 8 and 9 - see page 3.

Contact the Newsletter
If you have a piece of news you 
would like to be included in the 
School Newsletter, you can email it 
directly to the editors at:

newsdesk@notley-high.essex.sch.uk

The deadline for submission is the 
Wednesday prior to publication. 
Please see the online diary for 
details at:
www.notley-high.essex.sch.uk/diary
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An Introduction from Simon Thompson

continues on page 2, column 1

Mr Thompson meeting some of the senior 
prefects

Mr Simon Thompson 
Notley High School’s Headteacher

Stop Press
I am extremely proud to inform 
parents that the performance tables 
published nationally yesterday 
demonstrate once again the value we 
add to our students’ education. 

The Guardian published a list of the 
best 100 value-added schools in the 
country and Notley was ranked 61st!

I will provide further details in the 
next newsletter but I wanted to let you 
know this outstanding news for the 
school as soon as possible.
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This year’s school production of the 
Ten Tasks is well underway and I 
would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all the staff and pupils involved 
for all of their hard work over the past 
three months. The basic story of our 
play is based on the famous Asterix 
and Obelix story of ‘The Twelve Tasks.

Julius Caesar the famous Roman 
leader, has conquered all of Gaul 
(France). All that is except a little 
village in Amorica which remains 
defiant – the home of Asterix and 
Obelix! Aided by the druid Getafix’s 
magic potion, the villagers are a 
match for any legions Caesar can 
fling at them. 

So suspicion grows among the 
Romans that perhaps these invincible 
Gauls are really gods? In which case 
it is pointless trying to fight them. A 
somewhat sceptical Julius Caesar 
sets ten Herculean tasks to determine 
whether or not the villagers belong 
on Olympus.

Asterix and Obelix have to undertake 
a race against Asbestos the Greek, 
who can run faster than the wind, 
javelin throwing, wrestling against 
Cylindrix the German, whom no man 
has ever beaten, eating every morsel 

of a vast 
banquet by the 
chief chef of 
the Titans (a 
task completed 
with enormous 
pleasure 
by Obelix), 
spending 
a night on 
the plain of 
Departed 
Spirits – and these are only half of 
their awesome tasks!

But it’s when Asterix, Obelix and 
the whole village are thrown to the 
Gladiators at the Coliseum, that the 
Gauls really show their mettle by 
turning the fight into nothing more 
than a circus. Of course you will have 
to come and see it to see how it ends!

If you are interested in coming to see 
the production of the ‘Ten Tasks’, the 
performances are on the 4th, 5th and 
6th of February starting at 7.30pm 
in the Drama Studio. Tickets will be 
on sale at school from Thursday 22nd 
January and are priced at £5 for 
adults and £2 for concessions. We 
look forward to seeing you there.

Mrs Pollard - Head of Drama
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outcomes from the survey were 
very positive and indicate the high 
regard which you, as parents, 
have for the standards and values 
which the school upholds. The 
consultations with staff, pupils 
and parents will allow me to get 
a clearer picture of the school as I 
formulate my own plans about the 
future direction and development of 
Notley. I intend to devote a future 
Headlines to outlining these plans 
for you.

In my first two weeks at Notley 
I have already been impressed 
by the breadth and quality of the 
educational provision both within 
and beyond the classroom. The 
vibrant programme of extra-
curricular activities is once again 
underway, including extensive 
rehearsals for the school production 
of The X Tasks which will be 
performed on February 4th, 5th 
and 6th. My thanks go to Mrs 
Pollard, Mrs Foster, Miss Milton, Mrs 
Readhead, Mrs Adams and Mrs 
Moss for all the hard work they are 
putting in with the students. We have 
also, once again, had successes on 
the sporting front and my thanks go 
to Miss Gunn and her colleagues in 
PE for their work. We also held our 
annual Key Stage 4 Presentation 
of Awards Evening last night and 
I will provide more detail on this 
very successful evening in the next 
Headlines.

Finally, my thanks go to you, the 
parents of our students, for the 
support you give your sons and 
daughters. It has been a busy first 
fortnight for me but I can already 
feel the strength of the partnership 
between Notley High School and its 
parent body and I very much look 
forward to meeting many of you 
over the coming weeks and months.

continued from front page

Interested in visiting the Ideal Home 
Show at Earls Court in March but 
don’t fancy the hassle of getting 
there? Then read on!

The Friends of Notley High School are 
organising a trip to the Ideal Home 
Show. A coach leaves the school on 
Saturday 20th March 2004 at 9am 
and returns from Earl’s Court at 7pm. 
Car parking is available at the school. 

The cost is £22.50 
per adult, to include 
return coach travel 
and your ticket into 
the show. 

Bookings will be 
taken from Tuesday, 
January 20th. Watch 
the website and the newsletter for 
further details.

Trip to the Ideal Home Show

By this half term each pupil in Year 7 
will be given a free 1:25 000 scale 
Explorer™ Ordnance Survey map. 
These maps are being issued to help 
them develop their map-reading 
skills. The map belongs to the pupil 
and it is theirs to keep.

We have chosen a map covering 
the area local to the school so most 
pupils will be lucky enough to have 
their home shown on the map.

To help them learn how to use their 
map, they have also been given a 

leaflet called Map reading made 
easy peasy lemon squeezy. Parents 
can also help by asking their child to 
show them places on the map and 
encouraging its use when they are out.

We are grateful to the Ordance 
Survey for providing such an 
invaluable resource to our pupils.

Free Ordance Survey Maps for Year 7 

Mr Thompson, Mr David Gask (Chair of 
Governors) and Mr Hartley.

An Enormous Task!
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Years 7, 8 & 9 Prize Crossword
For this newsletter we have a prize 
crossword for Years 7, 8 and 9 based 
on books.

Using the clues provided, complete the 
grid below. NOTE: Any books starting 
with “The” have had the inital “The” 
removed. Then fill in your name and 
tutor group and return the form to 
Mrs J Smith (ICT).  

All correctly completed crosswords will 
be entered into the Draw which will take 
place on Monday 26th January. The 
prizes for the first 3 entries drawn are:  

First Prize £3 Canteen Vouchers  
Second Prize £2 Canteen Vouchers  
Third Prize £1 Canteen Voucher

If you would rather not cut up your copy 
of the newsletter, you can download a 
copy of this crossword from the website. 

Visit: 
www.notley-high.essex.sch.uk/
newsdesk

Good Luck!

Name: ____________________________  Tutor Group:________

Passive Smoking - The Impact on Children

I often see parents smoking in cars as they bring their 
children to school.

Getting your child dressed, fed and to school by 8.50 am 
is stressful, but what is the effect of your smoke having 
on their immature lungs? They are trapped and have no 
choice but to breathe in the cocktail of 4,000 chemicals 
including 40 known cancer causing agents.

17,000 children under 5 years old are admitted to hospital 
each year, with illnesses resulting from passive smoking 
e.g. glue ear, asthma, and bronchitis. Even if children are 
upstairs and a parent smokes downstairs, smoke rises 
which the children inhale in their sleep. Carbon monoxide 

in tobacco smoke stops oxygen 
being carried to your child’s 
brain and heart - they do not 
deserve this!

If you would like help to quit 
smoking please contact;

Ann Harrison,
School Health Adviser

Timmy Dewhurst, 
Health Visitor at Witham Health Centre - 01376 302740

April Drury, 
Smoking Cessation Co-ordinator on 01376 302231 

A message from the school nurse

www.givingupsmoking.co.uk
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Across
2. Mr Snicket has a nice view through this (4,6)
4. The book he wrote before 14 Down (4,4)
5. Down the rabbit hole... (5,2,10)
10. Raphah, Kate and Thomas battle the Dark Wizard 

Demurall (12)
15. Mr Jacques in a fight for an Abbey (7)
16. Harry’s cup in flames (6,2,4)
17. Sorry, Mr Pratchett has seen four pachyderms 

already (5,8)
19. No big men but lots of..? (6,5)
20. Where Alan Titchmarsh goes to hide? (6,6)

Down
1. Jaqueline Wilson stays up to Twelve O’Clock (8)
3. William Nicholson and a song about Hurricanes? (4,6)
6. BBC Big Read’s No1 (4,2,3,5)
7. Witches, cupboards and the jungle king series (10,2,6)
8. Series that retell the past in gory detail (8,9)
9. Machines don’t live forever Mr Reeve (6,7)
11. Frodo’s Uncle fights a Dragon (6)
12. Is this where the Gold is buried, Mr Silver? (8,6)
13. Genesis starts the UK’s most popular book (5)
14. Teenage criminal genius is away with the fairies (7,4)
18. Jane Austen meets Baby Spice? (4)
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As part of the Technology College Initiative Mr Hurst and 
Mrs Cook took a group of Year 10 students from Notley to 
Essex University on 11th December 2003. There they spent 
the day carrying out experiments and analysing data in 
order to measure their personal fitness.

The students from Notley were joined by students from our 
three partnership schools: Alec Hunter, Tabor High and the 
Rickstones School.

After an introduction to the University and the Human 
Performance Unit by the course leader a volunteer was 
selected to demonstrate the VO2max analysis for aerobic 
fitness.

This began with the subject being weighed and having their 
height measured. They were then connected to a machine, 
via a mouthpiece and tubes, to analyse the oxygen content 
of their inspired and expired air. The subject had to carry 
out a session of demanding physical exercise by running 
until they could no longer continue on a treadmill. 

A quick calculation was carried out using the data obtained 
to determine the fitness of the subject. The VO2max should 
be between 50 and 70ml/kg/min. Someone who is 
desperately unfit would have a VO2max value of  30ml/kg/
min compared with a top athlete such as Paula Radcliffe 
who has a VO2max  of 80ml/kg/min.

In the afternoon the students measured each other’s body 
composition for somatic typing using skin fold callipers 
and a bioelectric impedance test. This was followed shortly 
by students testing their anaerobic fitness following the 
Wingate bike test just giving them enough time for lunch to 
go down!

This was the second successful Sports Science master class 
organised by Notley High School in collaboration with the 
Human Performance Unit at Essex University. 

The students from Notley who attended were as follows: 
T Ogan, C Fisk, C Daines, R Haywood and T Wolfenden. 
They rated the event highly and felt that it further developed 
their GCSE PE studies.

There are four more master classes coming up this year so 
watch this space!

Mr Hurst

Year 10 Sports Science Master Class.
The first game of the new term didn’t go too well for the 
Year 9 netball team. Everyone tried really hard but having 
already lost to Cornard before we knew they would be 
tough opponents. Cornard started very strongly but we 
battled hard and improved as the game went on. The score 
finished at 21-7 to Cornard.

Thanks to all the parents who gave up their time to take us 
there.

Team:
J Burfield (Cpt) 9S L Costin 9Y C Bayles 9S 
B Tyrell 9Y K Pearson 9H K Potter 9Y
T Jones 9T K Bellamy 9T

Year 9 Netball vs Cornard

Notley Students test their physical 
fitness at Essex University

For the fourth year in a row the girls reached the final 
of this competition. Unfortunately they were once again 
unable to win the final match, losing 1-0 to Tabor in an 
extremely close final.

Congratulations to the team.

Team:
K Weston N Game S Cudlip 
L Watson S Brown E Bethell
L Payne C Richardson

Under16 Girls 5-a-Side Football

County Cross-Country
Good Luck to Rachel, Laura, Charlene and Hayley in 
tomorrow’s County Cross-Country at Hylands Park.
Saturday 17 January, 10am first race.

VO2max Tests
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Q1. Were you happy with the placement(s) offered to the student?

93%  indicated approval

7%  disapproval

Criticisms in a small number of replies included:
(a)  Parents had wanted to see a list of placements

(b) Parents were not happy with the chosen placement

(c) The placement did not turn out as set out in the job description 

Response
Unfortunately, there is no 100% guarantee that every placement will be a complete success, either from the employer’s or 
student’s point of view.

Parents are informed from the start of the Work Experience process that the selection of placements is directed through the 
students - they are the ones going on Work Experience after all.

Q2. Do you feel that the school gave the student enough support during the whole work 
experience?

77% indicated that the school did give enough support

16% felt that the school did not give enough support

7%  felt that it was difficult to comment either way

Criticisms included:
(a)  One visit by a member of staff during the period of Work Experience was not enough/not much support

(b)  The staff visit was too brief

(c)  A further staff visit would be helpful

(d)  Students should be allowed to stop their placement if they have problems and spend the remainder of the time revising 
in school

(e)  Alternative placements should always be available at any time during the period of Work Experience if problems arise

Response
Staff visits are very carefully organised to provide the student with the best support at the most opportune time during their 
placement. Through experience, this has been found to be after the student has had time to settle in properly, normally 
after the first week. In the meantime, to check that the student has started successfully, staff are expected to ask about 
their progress when contacting the employer to arrange the staff visit. Staff visits, therefore, normally take place between 
the Friday of the first week and the Tuesday of the third week, although there are obvious exceptions to this. For example, 
placements in schools and pre-schools can only be for 2 weeks so the staff visit has to take place in the second week. 

Also, staff visits can only take place in the freed-up lesson time from Year 11, so as not to interrupt the learning of other 
year groups. Visits have to be done in a relatively short period of time which makes a second visit impractical.

After the staff visit, any concerns that may have arisen are passed to Jim Waring straight away so that immediate follow-up 
can be actioned. Throughout Work Experience students also know that they can contact the school or Trident at any time 
with any problems or concerns they may have.

The policy concerning a student who experiences problems with their placement is clear; during the period of Work 
Experience all Year 11 students will participate and, if necessary, alternative placements will be found if at all possible. 
However, this will depend on circumstances such as how far a student is into a placement; it may not be possible or 
feasible to organise an alternative in some cases. 

It is not the policy to allow any student to just ‘give up’ on their Work Experience nor is it the policy to let a student revise in 
school instead.

WORK EXPERIENCE 2003
EVALUATING COMMENTS FROM PARENTS/GUARDIANS
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Q3. Do you think the student benefited from work experience?

98%  indicated agreement

2%  disagreement

For criticisms and comments on this question please refer to Q1.

Q4. Do you think that the Work Experience process could be improved?

61% indicated that the process could not be improved

37%  indicated that it could be improved

2%  could not commit either way

Criticisms included:
(a) The timing of Work Experience - should be done earlier in the year/should be done in Year 10 when there is less 

pressure/too close to mock exams and coursework/should be done each side of half term not during half term/should 
not be done at half term because students need the break

(b) The length of Work Experience - 2 weeks is long enough/3 weeks is too long/other schools only do 2 weeks/3 weeks 
should be compulsory for all students 

(c) The work that students do - some shifts are too late at night/sometimes students have nothing to do / placements 
should give students more structured programmes on a day-to-day basis

(d) Work Experience process - more information should be given much earlier/parents should able to see the lists of 
placements/more placements should be available/students should be better prepared for the interview/placements 
should be thoroughly checked

Response
There are distinct advantages and benefits for students in having Work Experience in Year 11. Students are more mature 
and the level of benefit gained can be seen in the parents’ overwhelming response to Q3. Also, by having Work Experience 
in October there is much less competition for placements because most schools prefer a Year 10 summer term schedule. 
This gives Notley High students an almost exclusive choice of placements for the Braintree and Witham areas.

Students return from Work Experience with a heightened sense of purpose for their remaining time at school and generally 
perform very well in their Mock Exams. Whilst it is true that most students work through the half term break, this is part of 
their Work Experience and is probably the most valuable week as they are fully settled into their jobs.

Three weeks Work Experience has always been the norm for Notley. It is firmly believed that this offers the best experience 
for the students because, by the end of week 2 and for the whole of week 3, they are fully integrated employees in their 
work places and the excellent reports that most gain as a result bears this out. Unfortunately for some students their Work 
Experience can only be for two weeks; it is not always advantageous or economic to find a placement for a single week 
because the time in a new work place is limited and each placement organised through Trident costs the school £21.75 at 
present.

With about 220 placements organised this year it is inevitable that some students will find problems with some aspects of 
their Work Experience. Employers voluntarily provide incredibly varied work opportunities for young people and do so while 
their normal business activities continue. It is not always 
possible or desirable for them to change their practices for 
work experience students and all try very hard to make the 
experience very worthwhile.

The process of Work Experience at Notley takes a whole 
year to complete, from the Parents’ Information Evening to 
the final evaluations completed by the students in class. At 
the Information Evening the whole process is explained to 
parents first but it is emphasised that Work Experience is for 
the students and that the choices must be theirs!

The Parents’ Information Evening 
for 2004 will be on Tues 3 February

EVALUATING COMMENTS FROM PARENTS/GUARDIANS


